Open systems are characterized by heterogeneous participants which can enter or leave the system at will. Typical examples are e-commerce applications or information agent systems. Agents (e.g. personal assistants for buying things on the Internet) will only temporarily take up roles (e.g. a buyer in on-line auctions). This creates the need to define precisely what it means that an agent "takes up" a role and "enacts" it. In this paper we present ongoing research on the determination of the conditions under which an agent can enact a role and what it means for the agent to enact a role. We define possible relations between roles and agents and discuss architectural and functional changes that an agent must undergo when it enters an open agent system.
INTRODUCTION
In the emerging model of electronic business, a variety of open electronic societies and marketplaces will be competing with one another for participants. Independently developed agents enter and leave marketplaces at will, in pretty much the same way that human investors enter and leave different financial markets today [4] . This situation illustrates the need for systems that are open to the participation of different, heterogeneous agents. Open systems are characterized by heterogeneity of participants, limited trust, conflicting individual goals, and a high probability of non-conformance to specifications [1] . Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) is one of the most promising approaches to create open systems because of their ability to dynamically reorganize themselves as their problems and constituent agents change [10] . Nevertheless, most existing MAS architectures are closed, in the sense that participating agents must be designed following a given internal architecture. In our opinion, the effective design of open agent societies requires the following aspects to be considered. First, formal frameworks are needed that specify the society structure and goals with verifiable and meaningful semantics in a way that is independent from the participating agents. Second, we need to specify mechanisms through which prospective participants can evaluate the characteristics and objectives of society roles, in order to decide about participation. Third, the tools for individual agents to adapt their architecture and functionality to the requirements of an assumed role must be provided.
The importance of the first point has been widely acknowledged. Society structure is often determined by organizational design which is independent of the agents themselves. Agent Societies emerge from the idea that agent interactions occur not just by accident but aim at achieving some desired global goals. That is, there are goals external to each individual agent that must be reached by the interaction of those agents. Desired behavior of a society is therefore external to the agents. Currently, several formalisms have been presented concerning the first point above [1, 5, 6] . Such formalisms describe the intended organizational structure of the society and the laws that govern interaction among agents in the same way as institutions are used in human societies to lend legitimacy and security to its members by establishing norms. With respect to the second and third points, considerable work is needed and many research areas are open.
The second point refers to the need to match agent and role objectives and functionality. At the moment most approaches to this problem simply design agents from scratch so that its behavior complies with the behavior described by the role(s) it will take up in the society. This applies especially to closed MAS where all agents are designed centrally and with a pre-intended purpose. In this case the design of the agent follows from the requirements specified for the role(s) the agent is fulfilling. See e.g. Gaia [13] for a good example of this perspective. Comprehensive solutions for this problem require complex agents that are able to reason about their own objectives and desires and thus decide and negotiate their participation in a society. A first step on the road to this solution (taken in this paper) is to have a formalism to compare the specifications of agents and roles and determine whether an agent can enact a role. In the future, agents themselves will be able to use this mechanism to automatically evaluate their participation in a society.
Finally, the third point above indicates that, once a decision has been reached that an agent will indeed enact a role, there must be ways to modify that agent in order to include the characteristics of the assumed role. A possible solution for this point has been proposed in [12] in which agents are extended with an interface to the society. This interface prevents any action not allowed by the role definition. However, it does not facilitate proactive behavior expected from the agents while playing the role. We think that the consequence of an agent adopting a role is more drastic than this. The actual agent behavior must be changed according to the objectives, norms and capabilities specified by the role. In [2] it is assumed that agents have to adopt the goal (or responsibility) of the role once they take up that role. Our proposal allows for different approaches to such modification of an agent which result in different role performances. For instance, some agents will only attempt to achieve the goals of its adopted role and forget its own private goals, while others will only attempt to achieve the goals from the role after its own goals have been satisfied. The consequences of taking up a role are also discussed in [7] . Here the roles are characterized by a set of norms that the agent should obey when playing that role. Although we also assume the role to contain a set of norms, we also associate a set of goals with the role. The main difference is that a goal (stemming from the role that the agent plays) represents an intrinsic motivation of the agent enacting the role to pursue a course of actions, while a norm is an extrinsic motivation [3] .
In this paper we describe initial research concerning the consequences of role-assignment using a fixed society description as presented in section 2. In section 3 we present a formal abstract definition of agents and roles based on the formal agent programming language 3APL. Section 4 is about agents enacting roles. This section starts by defining coherent agents and coherent roles, and goes on describing how an agent can be modified to allow for the enactment of a role. In section 5, we discuss open issues and future research. Finally, in section 6 we present our conclusions.
AGENT SOCIETIES
In [5] a model for agent societies is introduced that takes an organizational perspective. This model describes an agent society in three levels.
Organizational model (OM)
: it describes the desired or intended behavior and overall structure of the society from the perspective of the organization in terms of roles, interaction scripts and social norms.
Social model (SM):
it populates the organizational model with agents that are mapped to roles through a social contract. Social contracts describe the agreed behavior for an agent within the society in terms of externally observable events. Agents enacting a role are called actors.
Interaction model (IM):
it specifies interaction agreements between actors and describes the actual behavior of the society. The relation between these models is depicted in figure 1 . For the purpose of this paper, we will be referring only to the OM. The OM can be more or less elaborate, depending on the type of society. It must describe the different roles participating in the society and the way interaction between roles is expected to happen in order for the society goals to be realized. In general, roles interact with each other in different interaction scenes. For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we assume that an organizational model consists of only one interaction scene. That is, the society structure is completely defined by a set of roles. Typically, interaction is described using "landmarks" that specify the main features (conditions, obligations, and possibly partial plans) of interactions between roles. It is left to the agents how to achieve these landmarks. For a complete specification of the society model we refer the reader to [5] . In the rest of this section, we will informally describe the concepts of role and agent as used in the Agent Society Model and introduce the working example which will be used in the rest of the paper.
Organizational roles
Roles are one of the basic components of an organizational model. A role is the abstract representation of a policy, service or function. Role descriptions in the organizational model identify activities and services necessary to achieve society goals and enable us to abstract from the individuals that eventually will enact the role. Furthermore, roles must describe the necessary capabilities that must be performed by any agent enacting that role. Roles are organized into a role-relationship network.
In our model, roles can be seen as place-holders for agents and represent the behavior expected from agents by the society design. Roles are specified by goals, norms, and interaction rules. The goals of a role describe the results that the role enacting agent must seek to obtain. They are equal to what in other approaches such as [13] are called the responsibilities of the role. Norms of a role specify the obligations and prohibitions of the role enacting agents. Interaction rules describe the interaction between roles and specify how role enacting agents should interact with each other. A formal description of a role will be given in section 3.3.
Agents
In our model, agents are active entities that are able to enact roles described in the Organizational Model of a society. Agents join a society by adopting some of its roles. In order to be able to take up a role in the society, it is necessary for an agent to alter (extend, modify or limit) its own behavior such that it will react within the society in ways that are in accordance to the expectations of the role.
We assume that agents are designed outside the scope of the society, and have their own goals, beliefs, capabilities, and reasoning rules. An agent will seek admittance to the society at a given moment of its life cycle (the reasons for which we do not consider here). We have kept our formalism as close to current agent implementations as possible. Because most existing agent architectures do not provide (yet) the possibility to specify normative agents we choose not to include norms in our formalism for the agent (but only include them in the role definition). A formal description of an agent will be given in section 3.2.
Working Example
In the remaining of this paper, we will illustrate role related concepts using an example of conference organization. The process of organizing a conference can be modelled as an agent society whose global goal is the realization of a conference. This goal is achieved through the interaction of several roles which are specified in the Organizational Model. We assume that this society contains the roles of Organizer, Submitter, P C − member, Author, P resenter and P articipant. The goal of Organizer is to realize a successful event for which it will need to rely on the PCmembers whose goal is to review the papers submitted. The Author goal is to get its submission accepted, in which case an author becomes a P resenter during a conference session. The P articipant goal is to attend a high quality conference.
AGENTS AND ROLES
In the following we present an abstract formal language to specify cognitive agents and roles. We assume that a translation between any cognitive agent description language and this formalism is possible. For the sake of illustration we have based this formalism on the 3APL language [8] .
3APL: Syntax and Semantics
In this section, we assume an agent model which we believe to be adequate for enacting roles in agent organizations. Such agents, also called 3APL agents, have beliefs and goals. In order to achieve their goals 3APL agents reason about their beliefs and goals, and execute actions. We believe that this agent model is adequate for three reasons. The first reason is that 3APL agents have the necessary ingredients (concepts and tools) to specify a role that can be assigned to them. The second reason is that 3APL agents have a formal syntax and semantics such that they can be specified unambiguously. The third reason is that the proposed formal syntax and semantics is computational such that agent organizations (i.e. a set of agents each of which plays a role) can be implemented. Since the formal syntax and semantics of 3APL is already introduced in [8] , we only present a brief summary in order to make this paper self contained.
3APL agents consist of four modules. These modules are beliefs, basic actions, goals and reasoning rules. Each module can be specified by means of expressions of a language. Below is an overview of the languages for each module. The first language is the belief language the expressions of which specify the agent's information about its environment.
Definition 1. Given a set of domain variables and functions, the set of domain terms T D is defined as usual. Let t1, . . . , tn ∈ TD, P red b be the set of belief predicates, and p ∈ P red b . The belief language LB is defined as:
L B = φ ::= p(t 1 , . . . , t n ) | ¬φ | φ ∧ ψ
All variables in φ ∈ LB are universally quantified with maximum scope. The beliefbase module of a 3APL program is a set of belief formulae.
The set of basic actions is a set of (parameterized) actions that can be executed if certain preconditions hold. After execution of an action certain postconditions must hold. These actions can be, for example, physical actions or belief update operations. The set of goals consists of different types of goals: Basic action goals (BactionGoal), predicate goal (PredGoal), Test goal (TestGoal), skip goal (SkipGoal), sequence goal (SeqGoal), if-then-else goal (IfGoal), and while-do goal (WhileGoal).
be the set of goal predicates such that P red b ∩P red g = ∅ and q ∈ P redg. Then, the goal language LG is defined as follows:
The goal base module of a 3APL program is a set of goals.
It is important to note that the notion of goal here is a kind of to-do-goal which is closely related to the notion of task or plan. Moreover, predicate goals, which play an essential part in this paper, should be seen as task names. Predicate goals should not be confused with belief formulas and therefore should not be considered as denoting a state. For example, unlike a belief formula, a predicate goal cannot be composed with other predicate goals by means of logical operators to form more complex predicate goals.
In order to define practical reasoning rules, a set of goal variables, GV AR, is introduced. These variables are different from the domain variables used in the belief language. The goal variables may occur in the head and the body of practical reasoning rules and will be instantiated with a goal. Note that domain variables are instantiated with the belief terms. We extend the language L G with goal variables. The resulting language L Gv extends L G with the following clause: if X ∈ GV AR, then X ∈ LG v . A practical reasoning rule can be applied to a goal by unifying the head of the rule with the initial part of the goal. Since goal variables may occur in the head and the body of practical reasoning rules, the unification results in a substitution for goal variables. The resulting substitution will be applied to the body of the practical reasoning rule and the resulting goal will replace the initial unified part of the goal to which the rule was applied. For example, consider the practical reasoning rule X; B() ← | X; X and the goal π = A(); B(); C(). The application of the rule to π results in the substitution [X/A()] which, when applied to the body of the rule, gives the goal A(); A(); C(). Of course, there are many different choices for how to unify the head of a rule with a goal. A discussion of this issue is out of the scope of this paper.
Practical reasoning rules are used for various reasons. They can be applied to revise agents' goals that are not achievable, to actions that are blocked, to optimize agents' goals, to generate goals, or to plan a goal. In the context of this paper we are only interested in the rules for goal generation and planning.
• Goal generation rule: A goal generation rule is a practical reasoning rule that has the form ← φ | g, where φ ∈ LB and g is a predicate goal. A goal generation rule indicates that the goal g can be adopted if the agent believes φ. A goal generation rule will be noted as φ ⇒ g. The set of goal generation rules is denoted by Sg.
• Planning rule: A planning rule is a practical reasoning rule of the form g ← φ | π, where g is a predicate goal, φ ∈ LB, and π ∈ LG. The goal g can be achieved by plan π if φ is believed. The set of planning rules is denoted by S p .
Finally, two strict orderings are associated with each agent. The first ordering indicates the preference of the agent with respect to its goals and the second ordering indicates the preference of the agent with respect to its planning rules. In a 3APL program, these ordering are implemented by the order of occurrences of goals and practical reasoning rules respectively. In [8] an operational semantics for the 3APL language is proposed which is defined by means of a transition system. Since the semantics of the 3APL language is not the focus of this paper, we do not present it here.
Agent Definition
For the objectives of this paper, an agent is defined as a set of predicate goals, a belief base, and a set of planning rules. Furthermore, we use two orderings: one on the goals of the agent and another on its reasoning rules. The ordering on the goals is needed to prioritize which goal the agent tries to achieve next. This ordering has to be complete because the agent must always be able to make a choice between two goals. The chosen goal determines which rules are applicable. Ordering between rules is therefore only necessary for rules related to the same goal.
Role Definition
Similarly to the agent definition, we define a role through its set of predicate goals, and its interaction rules which must also be ordered. For the moment we assume the interaction rules to have the same format as the planning rules of agents. Furthermore, the definition of role includes the norms associated with the role, which are split into obligations and prohibitions. In the context of this paper, obligations are modelled as goal generation rules and prohibitions specify goals that the role enacting agent must avoid. We are aware that there are more accurate theoretical definitions of obligations and prohibitions but the above definition suffices for the purpose of the paper. Although the formal definition of a role is very similar to that of an agent there is a fundamental ontological difference between the two concepts. Whereas an agent eventually has an operational semantics, a role consists solely of a set of patterns to be taken up by the agents fulfilling the role. So, the goals and rules that constitute a role only get an operational semantics indirectly through the agents that take up the role.
Conflicts between Goals
In the previous sections we have explained and defined agents and roles. The first step in the process of enabling agents to enact roles is to verify whether the agent is "consistent" with the role. In this section we introduce the notion of conflict between goals and formally define it. Some of the intuitions of this section are derived from work on conflicting goals in [9] . The basic notion of conflict is defined between goal-rule units that consist of one predicate goal and a set of rules. The rules in the units can be seen as planning rules for the goal.
Definition 7. Let Γ ⊆ Sg ∪Sp and g ∈ LG be a predicate goal. The pair g, Γ is a goal-rule unit.
Two goal-rule units can conflict if they have conflicting goals. For example, the goal-rule units g, ∅ and ¬g, ∅ conflict since g conflicts with ¬g. Obviously, two goal-rule units may be conflicting even when their goals are not conflicting, because conflicting goals can be generated by applying the rules. For example, g, ∅ can conflict with , { ⇒ ¬g} since applying the rule of the second goal-rule unit generates the goal ¬g which conflicts with g. Two goal-rule units can also conflict when they do not contain any goals at all. For example, , {b ⇒ g} and , {b ⇒ ¬g} conflict because the involved rules generate conflicting goals g and ¬g.
In order to define conflicts between arbitrary pairs of goalrule units, we introduce the notion of necessary and possible subgoals of a goal relative to a set of planning rules [9] . A possible way to define a conflict between a pair of goalrule units is when their goals together with their possible subgoals are conflicting. This is a very strong notion of conflict as it takes all possible subgoals into account. Alternatively, a pair of goal-rule units may conflict when their goals together with their necessary subgoals are conflicting. This is a much weaker notion of conflict as it takes only the necessary subgoals into account.
Definition 9. Let u 1 = g, Γ and u 2 = g , Γ be two goal-rule units. The strong conflict between goal-rule units u1 and u2, written as u1 u2, is defined as follows:
The weak conflict between units u 1 and u 2 , written as u 1 u 2 , is defined as follows:
The above definitions can be extended to conflicts between sets of goals. For this purpose, we introduce the notion of goalset-rule unit. A goalset-rule unit is a pair Π, Γ for Π ⊆ LG and Γ ⊆ Sg ∪ Sp. In the following, we consider only the strong notion of conflicts between goals. To look at other types of conflicts between goals would mean an explosion on the number of possible combinations, which would take too much space to describe and explain. The stronger notion we look at, is the most restrictive case, that is, indicates a 'real' conflict between goals that cannot be ignored. 
Note that we could have defined two more notions of conflicting goalset-rule units by changing the quantifiers in the definition. We could also have varied by changing between strong and weak conflicting goals. Together, this would have given us 8 possible gradations of conflicts between goalsetrule units. Although interesting in themselves we have limited ourselves to the extremes defined above which seem to be the more useful (necessary) ones for the moment.
AGENTS ENACTING ROLES
In order to define when an agent can play a role without being in conflict with or violating a norm, we first need to consider if an agent or a role is internally coherent, i.e. if the goals and plans of an agent are conflicting or if the goals, plans, and norms of a role can conflict. Moreover, we assume that the internal coherence of an agent or a role also depends on whether goals and subgoals, associated with an agent and a role, are achievable, i.e. whether they can be planned by the planning rules associated to the agent and the role, respectively.
is internally coherent if and only if:
• The goals of an agent are not conflicting, i.e.
¬( Π, Γ Π, Γ )
• The goals of an agent can be planned and reached, i.e.
Moreover, an internally coherent agent is called effective if and only if:
• All planning rules are applicable, i.e.
For a role the internal coherence means that goals, plans, obligations and prohibitions do not conflict with each other and the goals are achievable.
is internally coherent if and only if:
• Goals of a role are not conflicting, i.e.
¬( Ω, Λ Ω, Λ )
• Goals of a role can be planned and reached, i.e.
• Goals and obligations of a role do not conflict, i.e.
¬( Ω, Λ , Υ )
• Goals and prohibitions do not conflict, i.e.
• Obligations and prohibitions of roles do not conflict, i.e.
Moreover, an internally coherent role is effective if and only if:
Before we can discuss how an agent takes up a role we must discuss the relationship between roles and agents.
Matching agents and roles
In the following we consider two different relations between an agent and a role. The first relation is called compatibility, which is based on the subset relation between components of the agent and the role. Informally, an agent is compatible with a role if and only if the agent (sub)goals are a subset of (sub)goals of the role. That is, the agent (naturally) fulfills the goals of the role. Conversely, a role is compatible with an agent if and only if the (sub)goals of the role are a subset of (sub)goals of the agent. For example, if an agent A has the goal of reading a certain paper and there is a role of PC-member according to which one must review that same paper, agent A is compatible with the role of PC-member since the subgoals of reviewpaper includes goal read-paper. Compatibility indicates that the agent is highly suitable to fulfill a role. However, such a match between agents and roles is not always possible. We therefore introduce a weaker relation between agents and roles. This relation, consistency, indicates that the goals of the agent and the goals of the role do not conflict. • The goals and rules of the agent and the role do not conflict:
• The goals and rules of the agent do not conflict with the obligations of the role:
• The goals and subgoals of the agent do not conflict with the prohibitions of the role:
For example, agent A with the goal of submitting a paper is consistent with the role of PC-member since both goals do not 'interfere' with each other. We can now define the concept of role enabled agents.
Definition 15. Given an internally coherent agent A and an internally coherent role R:
• A is strongly enabled to enact R iff A is compatible with R
• A is weakly enabled to enact R iff A is consistent with R
Taking up the role
Given an internally coherent agent A and an internally coherent role R, we can now consider what it means for agent A to enact the role R appropriately. In this paper, we consider that when an agent A enacts role R, A will adopt all the goals and the rules associated with R. A will also include the obligations of the role as rules in its rule base. These will trigger the agent to fulfill the obligations of the role. In addition, the agent can keep some or all of its own goals and rules, as long as it keeps its internal coherence. Furthermore, in order to achieve its goals, an agent must select and plan them. This selection mechanism is based on the ordering on goals and planning rules. When A adopts the goals and rules of a role R, A must also extend its orderings to include the goals and rules of the role. Of course, this can be done in many different ways which indicate how the agent enacts the role. For instance, this ordering can give preference to the agent's own goals (a selfish agent), or to the goals of the role (a social agent). In the most simple case, such ordering will be imposed on the agent by the society. In the future, agents should be able to reason and negotiate about combining these orderings. See also [11] for some possible mental consequences for agents when taking up a role. 
where sub(Π) and sub(Γ) respectively represent subsets of Π and Γ, and For example, consider agent
A where g A = read-paper. A is enabled to enact the PC-member role specified as PC-member= {g It is clear that an appropriate enacting relation presupposes both compatibility and consistency relations. An agent that is neither compatible nor consistent with a role has apparently goals and planning rules that, when enacting the role, may violate some norms that are associated with the role. A critical case is when an agent is consistent with a role but not compatible. In such a case, the agent has apparently some additional goals or planning rules that are not associated with the role. Although this agent will not violate any norms associated with the role, the agent may use its own preference ordering to achieve its own goal preferably and thus ignore the goals that are prescribed by the role. It is clear that in such a case, the agent enacts the role inappropriately. The same situation can also occur even when the agent and the role are compatible. In such situations, the appropriate enacting relation is not guaranteed since the enacting relation depends on the ordering on goals and roles as well. An agent can in fact use its own preference relation and thereby never achieve the goals associated with a role.
Definition 17. Given the above discussion we can distinguish at least the following types of role enactment by the agents:
• selfish enactment: The enacting agent includes a subset of its own goals and rules, and gives priority to its own goals and rules.
• social enactment: The enacting agent includes a subset of its own goals and rules, but gives priority to the goals and rules of the role.
• maximally social enactment: The enacting agent only uses the goals and rules from the role, and adopts the orderings of the role.
Of course it is easy to see that many more combinations could be made. The above classification is based on the assumption that the ordering on goal and rules of the enacting agent is in accordance with the ordering that is prescribed by the role. This assumption can be relaxed in which case the agent can either use its own ordering, the ordering of the role, or a combined ordering. Moreover, we may assume an ordering on the obligations and prohibitions associated to the role. In general, the possible choices to use these ordering result in a variety of agent types. We leave it for further research, which other types of enactment might be useful in practice. However, we would at least like to mention two prototypical examples of agents:
Definition 18. An agent that follows its own preference orderings rather than the orderings associated with the role is called a selfish agent. An agent that follows the orderings associated with the role rather than its own orderings is called social agent.
Thus, in the case of conflicting orders, a social agent will adopt the order associated to the role and not its own. In contrast, a selfish agent will use its own order rather than the order associated to the role. We finish this section with the following proposition that indicates some relations between the different concepts that we have defined in the previous sections. • If A and R are effective and A is consistent with R, then the enacting agent R(A) is internally coherent and effective.
• If A is compatible with R and A is a social agent, then agent R(A) enacts role R maximally social.
• If A is consistent with R and A is a social agent, then the enacting agent R(A) enacts R socially.
We leave the proofs out due to space limitations. Most of them follow directly from the definitions given before.
FURTHER RESEARCH
Ideally the paper would continue with a section on how the agent exits from a role. It is obvious that an agent should not be allowed to exit a role at any time the agent wishes to do so. Enacting a role creates the expectation that the agent will fulfil the goals and norms associated with the role, and an agent should not exit the role before those goals are achieved, or otherwise it should pay some penalty. Some of this notions could be modelled by specifying so-called exit states/goals of the role. That is, an agent can exit the role whenever it fulfills one of these pre-defined goals. Of course, this raises the question whether an agent cannot exit a role anymore when it genuinely tried to fulfill the goals, but is not capable of doing so (due to special circumstances).
Another question that has to be answered is the state of the agent after it exits the role. If the agent had given up its own goals and rules for those of the role it enacted, then it has to recover them somehow. Also it might have to return to a particular goal it tried to fulfill before taking up the role. However, it should then determine how the role enactment contributed to the fulfilment of that goal in order to check which subgoal to pursue next. In an extreme case the role enactment was forced upon the agent and can be considered as a kind of interrupt after which the agent can continue where it left of. Normally, however, enacting the role served some purpose for the agent and it should check whether the purpose was (partially) reached. It might be clear that these issues still need thorough investigation and cannot be dealt with in the little space available at this point.
Another point for further research concerns the types of relations between agents and roles. In this paper the notion of role enacting agents is based on the assumption that the agents and the roles that they enact are not conflicting. Clearly, this is a strong limitation for agents to enact roles. In general we believe that agents should be able to enact a role even when they are conflicting. However, agents will probably not fulfill the role optimally or efficiently when they conflict with the role. An interesting issue is in this case the level of role fulfillment when certain conflict exists. Therefore, possible conflicts and their properties should be identified and classified. For each class of conflicts the level of role fulfillment should be determined. Another related issue is the partial fulfillment of a role by an agent. The question is which parts of a role can be fulfilled by an agent that conflict with the role.
Concerning the compatibility relation itself there are also some areas for further exploration. Up to now the compatibility relation was defined based on set inclusion and identity. However, we may extend the notion of compatibility by considering goals and plans that are not based on identity and inclusion. We may also consider the case where the agent not only adds goals and rules to its components, but it also adds basic actions in order to be enact a relation.
Finally, there are some areas for further research related to the specification of the agents and roles themselves. The notion of goal as discussed in this paper is a kind of to-dogoal, which is related to the notion of task or plan. These goals do not denote states and cannot be composed by means of logical connectives. As a consequence, the agent can reason about goals only by means of practical reasoning rules and not by means of logical relations between goals. We are developing an extension of 3APL in which the concept of to-be-goal is available. In order to realize this extension we consider two sets of state formulae. The first set contains the belief formulae, which denote the current state of the agent. The second set of state formulae contains the goal formulae, which denote the states to be reached. Of course, we demand that a goal formula should not be a belief formula since such a case indicates that a goal (a to-be-reached state) is already reached. Using this notion of goal, most of the proposed definitions in this paper should be reformulated and explained in terms of goal formulae. The preference of agents can then be defined in the standard way in terms of the orderings on states. Another logical extension of the agent specification is of course adding norms to the agents themselves. Normative agents will have their own set of norms that should be compared to the goals and norms of the role in order to check whether the agent is consistent with the role and is likely to fulfill it in a satisfactory way.
CONCLUSIONS
Given the importance of open agent systems and the fact that in these systems agents will no longer be designed for one particular role, but are rather developed independently and have their own goals and rules, it becomes imperative to design mechanisms to check the compatibility of certain agents with roles in the agent system. In this paper we have presented on going research on the determination of some necessary conditions under which an agent can enact a role and what it means for the agent to enact a role. We have shown that agents can be more or less 'suitable' to fulfil a role depending on the relation between an agent's own goals and the requirements of the role. Besides the suitability of an agent, there are also a number of ways an agent can enact the role. For example, whether the role gets priority or not. Each of those choices can be represented as a specific architectural adaptation of the agent. An important point for further research is to formally describe how an agent can exit the role.
